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Science: “The observation of phenomena, the formulation of a hypothesis concerning the phenomena, experimentation to demonstrate the truth or falseness of the hypothesis, and a conclusion that validates or modifies the hypothesis.

Scientism…2. The application of quasi-scientific techniques or justifications to unsuitable subjects or topics.”

On its face, the above “science” definition implies the common caveat that science is “objective” and “unbiased,” as in the “conclusion that validates or modifies” the hypothesis. While Kinsey’s work was not “science it was “scientism,” as defined.

Before I explain the many ways in which Kinsey’s work is unscientific, let me clarify a very important point. There is no legal right for scientists to engage in illegal activity because they are doing “science.” Academicians and so-called “scientists” are not permitted any exception which allows them to break laws in order to advance our “knowledge.” One cannot murder people consensually or nonconsensually in order to write an original paper on blood coagulation. One cannot hire people to torture for the good of science, even children. The Nuremberg trials were based on this international truth.

Now, to the “science” definition and Kinsey:

“The principles and empirical processes of discovery and demonstration…to demonstrate the truth or falseness of the hypothesis....”

1. The Hypothesis: Kinsey had his conclusions prepared at the outset of his study, even his publicity campaign, to legitimize “pagan” sexuality—pre-Judeo Christian sex. Under those circumstances his team could never recognize data demonstrating the “falseness” of Kinsey’s sexual hypotheses.

2. The Researchers: Kinsey carefully selected only those investigators incapable of disagreeing and disproving. His documented selection of young, malleable men—compromised by their sex with the senior investigator—underscored their inability to challenge any falsehoods.

3. The Data: “Science” does not permit one to pick out the answers in a survey that support ones hypothesis and to destroy answers that show it is false. Kinsey destroyed three-quarters of
allegedly over 18,000 survey interviews and hid that incriminating fact from other scientists and the world, resulting in science fraud.

4. The Subjects: Using deviants for roughly 86% of his data male and misrepresenting these men as normal college men is unscientific—the data do not reflect the population he claimed.

5. The Definitions: A main issue in science is “defining our terms.” Telling the world most “married” women first “fornicated” that over 25% committed adultery, and 22% had abortions was fraud for Kinsey defined “married” as living over a year with a man. This is fraud, for the researchers knew that under their abnormal definition they could label prostitutes as normal “married” women. Similarly labeling a child rapist the child’s “partner” allowed Kinsey to lie about the sex experiments to which children were subjected.

6. The Crimes: Lying to the legislators and courts about their scientific data is fraud, crime, even without proof of harm. Knowingly seeking, using, encouraging and paying men for criminal sexual assault on children, during and after the team collected their data was and is a major crime. Protecting your active child molester employees from the authorities was both illegal, and wholly unscientific.

7. The Crimes: Pederasts and pedophiles can no more report the truth about their sexual violations than can a rapist of adult women report the truth about their victims during their rapes. These people have a special interest in seeing children as enjoying the abuse.

8. The Crimes: Lying to legislators and in courtrooms about the “random” sample the Kinsey team said they employed led to major changes in sex laws and public policies. Science does not recognize Kinsey’s alleged “100% sample” as a scientific sample.

9. The Crimes: By seducing his two young co-authors and using them, their wives and other staff in the production of illegal pornography, Kinsey et al. Committed crimes which guaranteed the team’s silence and compliance in all unscientific manipulation.

10. The Crimes & Consequences: The lies, expounded upon by Kinsey’s co-conspirators in the legal and medical fields first brought about “victimless crime” sex offense legislation which led to illegally funded federal and state programs for AIDS/Sex education and hate crimes. All those who knew or should have known, all using these criminally derived data are liable for criminal penalties based on the Federal False Claims Act.